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SUMMARY
Pulmonary surfactant deficiency caused by mutations in
ABCA3 (ATP-binding cassette transporter of the A
subfamily, member 3) gene results in diffuse
parenchymal lung disease (DPLD) in children. So far,
systemic steroids are the main treatment, with however
limited efficacy. We report the case of a young boy
showing a dramatic long-term improvement of
respiratory disease by low-dose azithromycin (AZM) with
no side effect after 6 years of treatment. Cellular and
molecular studies are ongoing to progress in the
understanding of the mechanisms involved. On behalf of
the National Reference Center for rare lung diseases in
France (Respirare, http://www.respirare.fr), clinical studies
on AZM in various forms of DPLD in children have been
initiated and should provide information on the types of
paediatric DPLD that may benefit from this treatment.

BACKGROUND
Mutations in ABCA3 (ATP-binding cassette trans-
porter of the A subfamily, member 3) gene result in
pulmonary surfactant deficiency and are associated
with the development of diffuse parenchymal lung
disease (DPLD) in children.1 So far, the treatment
of this respiratory disorder has been limited to the
use of systemic corticosteroids with, however, poor
efficacy in most situations and ineluctable progres-
sion towards irreversible respiratory failure. Several
novel therapeutical strategies aimed at restoring
lung parenchyma homeostasis, are currently dis-
cussed. Potential candidates include macrolides.2

We report the first dramatic long-term improve-
ment of respiratory disease by azithromycin (AZM)
in a young boy with severe DPLD and documented
mutations in ABCA3.

CASE PRESENTATION
In 1999, a full-term born boy developed, a few
hours after birth, severe DPLD with refractory hyp-
oxaemia and pulmonary hypertension. He was
admitted in the intensive care unit and needed a
high-pressure mechanical ventilation for 2 weeks,
with oxygen therapy up to 100% FiO2. Infectious
search remained negative. Chest radiographs
showed bilateral infiltrates consistent with DPLD,
confirmed by CT. Because of the oxygen require-
ment and the respiratory distress persistence, an
open lung biopsy was performed at the age of
4 months that revealed extensive alveolar septal
thickening and hyperplasia of type 2 alveolar epi-
thelial cells (AEC). Electron microscopic analysis

showed the presence of abnormal lamellar bodies
evocative of intracellular phospholipids accumula-
tion. Supported by the familial history of unex-
plained chronic lung diseases in several members,
of an older sister’s death at the age of 7 months
caused by respiratory failure, and of parental con-
sanguinity, testing for genetic lung disorders was
performed. No mutations in surfactant protein C
and protein B genes were found. The search for
ABCA3 mutational defects revealed a homozygous
single nucleotide substitution leading to a histidine
into aspartic acid in codon 253 (D253H). Familial
genetic screening confirmed that the parents and
the deceased sister carried, respectively, one and
two ABCA3-D253H mutations. Monthly intraven-
ous methylprednisolone pulses were initiated at the
age of 4 months, with a dose of 30 mg/kg daily for
three consecutive days, along with daily oral pred-
nisone 2–0.5 mg/kg/J, continuous oxygen therapy
and gastrostomy tube feeding. However, despite
the high steroid regimen, the patient condition
remained critical with resting tachypnoea, clubbing,
diffuse crackles, severe hypoxaemia and poor
growth curve. Chest CT performed at the age of 2
and 4 years showed similar diffuse bilateral infil-
trates with ground glass pattern (figure 1).

TREATMENT
At the age of 6 years, his severe respiratory insuffi-
ciency despite the high corticosteroid regimen led
us to introduce oral AZM at a dose of 20 mg/kg
thrice a week.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Surprisingly, after only few weeks of AZM, parents
reported a dramatic improvement of the child
respiratory condition, and a significant decrease in
resting tachypnoea and oxygen requirement was
documented. After 10 months of macrolides, he
was breathing room air and no longer received ster-
oids. Arterial PaO2 progressively increased from 62
to 75 mm Hg. Nutritional support could progres-
sively be stopped.
At the age of 12 years, after 6 years of good

adherence to AZM treatment, the growth curve,
clinical condition and the quality-of-life perception
were good. Scholar course was normal. Neither
pulmonary exacerbations nor adverse events were
reported. The thoracic CT indicated partial clearing
of the lung infiltrates (figure 1). Lung function tests
documented normal lung volume parameters, dif-
fusing capacity for carbon monoxide and blood
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gases. Medium overnight room air oxygen saturation was 96%
(min 74%, max 99%, time duration under 88%=44 s=0.1% of
time). Exercise training programme was started.

DISCUSSION
DPLD due to ABCA3 deficiency is rare and of poor prognosis.
The largest study reporting seven cases with homozygous or
compound heterozygous ABCA3 mutations highlighted the
severity of the respiratory disease.3 Although in the present case
we cannot exclude some spontaneous improvement of the
patient condition, the impressive rapidity of the beneficial
response to AZM observed after several years of sustained man-
agement with steroids provides some evidence of macrolide
therapy efficacy in this pathological situation. This is further
supported by a recent publication documenting benefit of AZM
associated with hydroxychloroquine in a young patient with a
severe respiratory insufficiency due to ABCA3 deficiency.4

The effectiveness of macrolides in the treatment of various
forms of chronic lung diseases has been discussed in several
reports.2 5 6 In addition to their antibacterial effect, there is
growing evidence that these molecules also exert beneficial
effects through anti-inflammatory actions. Several experimental
and clinical reports have documented an anti-inflammatory
action associated with a decreased synthesis of proinflammatory
molecules such as interleukin (IL)-8 in a number of pathological
conditions including surfactant deficiency. Recent studies also
suggest that macrolides could interfere with cellular processes
associated with lung epithelial function and alveolar parenchy-
mal repair.7

In the present case of DPLD linked to ABCA3 mutations, the
documented long-term efficacy of AZM is more likely to be due to
its anti-inflammatory action rather than its antimicrobial property.
Several molecular mechanisms can be discussed. ABCA3 plays an
important role in alveolar epithelium homeostasis as a transporter
of phospholipids, a step required for a proper surfactant assembly
and secretion. In situation of abnormal ABCA3 proteins, AZM
may exert its beneficial effect by targeting the altered surfactant
metabolism. Indeed, the abnormal lamellar structures documented
in the patient lung tissue biopsy are evocative of intracellular phos-
pholipids accumulation, with, as a consequence, an increased AEC
stress and injury. Through its capacity to modulate phospholipido-
sis, AZM may improve alveolar lipid metabolism and surfactant
trafficking, contributing to stimulate the defence process against
cellular stress.8 Anti-inflammatory actions of AZM may also be
proposed, such as downregulation of IL-8 whose exaggerated pro-
duction has been observed in cells harbouring ABCA3 mutations.3

Other possible explanations include epigenetic modulation, as epi-
genetic alterations can contribute to various forms of chronic
inflammatory lung disorders including DPLD.9 Among the
molecular targets is histone deacetylase (HDAC) 2, with a decrease
in its level and activity documented in situations of lung parenchy-
mal injury similar to those observed in surfactant disorders. Of
interest, recent studies have documented a role of macrolides on
restoring HDAC2 activity, thus providing the potential to regener-
ate lung tissue.10

The present observation is the first documenting a rapid,
impressive and sustained clinical improvement of low-dose AZM
in a young patient with DPLD associated with ABCA3 mutations.
Of importance, the careful monitoring during the follow-up did
not document any complications or side effects. This report is of
tremendous interest for the lung paediatric community consider-
ing the limited efficacy of systemic steroids in the majority of
young patients with DPLD. Clinical studies gathering patients
with DPLD associated with various forms of surfactant deficiency
have been started, under the coordination of the National
Reference Center for rare lung diseases in France (Respirare,
http://www.respirare.fr).11 They should provide information on
the types of paediatric DPLD that may benefit from AZM.
Cellular and molecular studies are also ongoing to progress in the
understanding of the mechanisms involved.

Learning points

▸ Steroids have been so far the main treatment of diffuse
parenchymal lung disease due to surfactant deficiency in
children with, however, a limited efficacy.

▸ Azithromycin represents a new therapeutic strategy in these
pathological situations, most likely through its ability to
decrease the inflammatory burden and to favour alveolar
parenchymal repair.

▸ A long-term beneficial effect of azithromycin can be
observed without side effects.
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Figure 1 Chest CT of the patient at the age of 6 years showed
bilateral ground glass opacities, interlobular septal thickening and
some pulmonary cysts (A). CT at the age of 12 years (after 6 years of
azithromycin) indicated partial clearing of ground glass attenuation
without appearance of new cysts or alveolar condensation (B).
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